Display Strip Merchandising Products
What Display Strips can do for your store:
• Display strips let you display your products in different
locations throughout your store and increase your
sales. Get your product noticed and your products
will sell.
• Display strips are ideal for cross-merchandising
products — hang compatible products near each
other. For example, hang batteries on display strips
near flashlights.
• Display strips make an impact where it matters — right
at the point of sale. Studies have shown that 70% of
all store sales are impulse purchases. Display strips can
be placed where they can make the most impact.

Roll Form Display Strips
are available and ideal
for customizing your
promotions.

Hang tabs work well
with display strips.
Just place a hang
tab on your product
and it’s now ready
to be hung on a
display strip.

How to hang your product on a display strip:
When hanging a product on a display
strip, begin by slipping the center finger
through the hang hole.

Next, pull the two side
fingers over the top of
the hang hole.
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This locks the product
securely in place until
removed by the customer.

Complete Your Display Strip Program With
These Merchandising Products

Just add a label to this
2-PFA Hang Tab and
turn display strips into
scan strips.

S-Hooks let you hang
display strips just
about anywhere.

The 2-GAT Clamshell
Extender lets you hang
irregularly-shaped
products easily on
display strips.

The Folding Strip makes getting product
in front of the customer simple, quick,
and easy. Store employees simply lift the
preloaded strip out of the box and hang
in the store.

The Dolphin Display Strip Hanger stops
them in the aisle. Create attractive,
effective cross-merchandising programs
that get your products noticed and
increase sales.

Hang tabs let you take a product
off the shelf and get it hanging —
on peg hooks or display strips.

Load your display strips faster
with the Display Strip Loading
System. This system shortens
the time it takes to load product
on display strips and for you to
get your product in the store.
Can also help to reduce repetitive
motion injuries.
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